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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company is using AWS Organizations to manage all their accounts. The Chief Technology
Officer wants to prevent certain services from being used within production accounts until the
services have been internally certified. They are willing to allow developers to experiment with
these uncertified services in development accounts but need a way to ensure that these
services are not used within production accounts.
Which option ensures that services are not allowed within the production accounts, yet are
allowed in separate development accounts within the LEAST administrative overhead?
A. Use AWS Config to shut down non-compliant services found within the production accounts
on a periodic basis, while allowing these same services to run in the development accounts.
B. Apply service control policies to the AWS Organizational Unit (OU) containing the production
accounts to whitelist certified services. Apply a less restrictive policy to the OUs containing the
development accounts.
C. Use Amazon CloudWatch to report on the use of non-certified services within any account,
triggering an AWS Lambda function to terminate only those non-certified services when found
in a production account.
D. Use IAM policies applied to the combination of user and account to prevent developers from
using these services within the production accounts. Allow the services to run in development
accounts.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: No
Azure Advisor does not generate a list of virtual machines that ARE protected by Azure Backup.
Azure Advisor does however, generate a list of virtual that ARE NOT protected by Azure Backup.
You can view a list of virtual machines that are protected by Azure Backup by viewing the
Protected Items in the Azure Recovery Services Vault.
Box 2: No

If you implement the security recommendations, you company's score will increase, not
decrease.
Box 3: No
There is no requirement to implement the security recommendations provided by Azure
Advisor. The recommendations are just that, 'recommendations'. They are not 'requirements'.
References:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/blog/advisor-backup-recommendations/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/advisor/advisor-overview
https://microsoft.github.io/AzureTipsAndTricks/blog/tip173.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer has asked about the RAID architecture of IBM Spectrum Scale.
Which two advantages of declustered RAID should you highlight to the customer? (Choose two.)
A. Faster rebuild of data on failed drives
B. More predictable performance
C. Load on drives is increased during array rebuild
D. Uses a subset of drives to rebuild data
E. Dedicated spare drives
Answer: A,B
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